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ABSTRACT
Hinh, Robert M.S., Purdue University, August 2016. Tool Comparison of Semantic
Parsers. Major Professor: Julia M. Taylor-Rayz.
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a vital aspect for artificial intelligence
systems to achieve integration into human lives, which has been a goal for
researchers in this industry. While NLP focuses on an array of problems, semantic
parsing will be specifically focused on throughout this paper. These parsers have
been considerably targeted for improvement through the scientific community and
demand for semantic parsers that achieve high accuracy has increased. There have
been many approaches developed for this specific purpose and in this paper, a deep
analysis was performed to compare the performance of semantic parsing systems.
The implications of this comparison provides a viewpoint of how semantic parsers
from different eras compare on a set of shared metrics.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Natural language is an sophisticated phenomena where a combination of
phonetics, syntax, morphemes, pragmatics, semantics, etc., all form a complex
system for communication between two users. While there are rules to help govern
communication at each of these linguistic levels, these rules are loosely defined and
are open to different interpretations. Moreover, there has been much interest for a
push in automation tools to support various types of tasks that involve natural
language, such as sentiment analysis, translation, etc. In combination of these
approaches and advances in data storage and processing power, a push for
processing natural language text computationally is a progressive fit.
There has been many types of automated tools developed within each
linguistic level that have been developed to address the individual problems at each
level. However, while many computational solutions exist for various problems at
each linguistic level, which is overwhelming, only semantic properties will be
examined. More specifically, semantic parsers are of interest in this thesis.
1.1 Scope
In this thesis, semantic properties extracted from available tools are
primarily the focus. More specifically, semantic parsing tools is of particular interest
as many emerging technologies utilize these types of systems however, many systems
are inconsistent in accuracy and precision. The amount of information extracted
from each parser on natural language text varies and will be compared.
21.2 Statement of Problem
Currently, there have been some collective initiatives that aim to bring
researchers in this community together to focus on the issue of semantic parsing
system. The most notable initiatives are the CoNLL (Carreras & Marquez, 2005)
shared tasks, ranging from the late 1990’s til now, and SemEval (Edmonds, 2002)
shared tasks, ranging from the same time of CoNLL. These events provide an
opportunity to showcase and evaluate new ideas for various problems in natural
language processing by providing researchers a common purpose to train, test and
present their systems to the industry. However, although there is an overwhelming
number of semantic parsers commonly that are referred to as benchmarks in the
community, these comparisons use quantifiable metrics such as accuracy and
precision are used to determine the ”better” systems. While accuracy and precision
are helpful metrics to determine relative performance to other systems, there should
be more focus on these systems extracting semantic information. Therefore, this
thesis is focused on comparing semantic parsing tools from a variety of benchmark
systems while using metrics focused more on the semantics of a sentence.
1.3 Significance
There have been many different types of approaches developed, specifically
for semantic parsing as it is a particular interest to many industries, including
security (Sheth et al., 2005), biomedical (Zhou & He, 2011) and many more. These
approaches are comprised of different types of systems that support their process.
The CoNLL and SemEval shared tasks provide an organized platform for
comparison but for semantic parsers that are submitted to these events.
Furthermore, there is a very low number of duplicate entries from the same
semantic parsing tool. This shows that there has not been a collective side-by-side
comparison of these tools currently. Therefore, by providing a comparison of these
3tools from different events, it provides a basic and comprehensive starting pointing
to understand semantic parsing systems.
1.4 Assumptions
As mentioned, natural language contains many different linguistic levels
(syntax, pragmatics, etc.) that are important in processing text. However, only
semantic parsers are focused within this thesis.
1.5 Limitations
For each natural language tool at each linguistic level, there are various
degrees of quality, quantity and completion to address the issues to processing text.
There are some issues where more resources have been invested compared to other
issues and semantic parsing tools are no exception. That being stated, there are a
plethora of semantic parsing tools that have been, and always will be, developed.
Some of these tools are available to the general public but many are not available.
Therefore, while there are many semantic parsers that are desired in this study,
these tools are not included in this comparison as the developers did not make their
systems publicly available.
1.6 Delimitations
Due to the nature of this study, the only interest is comparing the
performance of semantic parsers. Therefore, any external system that resides
outside the scope of each parser will not be held accountable for that specific parser.
For example, in pipeline systems (systems that are comprised of many smaller
systems), the process of extracting semantic information from natural language text
is of only interest and not the other separate systems that may be dependent.
41.6.1 Definitions of semantic parsers
While semantics parsers may have many different valid definitions as to what
its abilities and limits are, when discussed in this thesis, semantic parsers only
analyze sentences information about the specific metrics outlined in this thesis.
There may very well be other types of ”semantic parsers”, which have different basis
of theories, including the use of ontological semantics, and others. However, these
will not be further explored.
1.7 Summary
This chapter provides the scope, significance, research question, assumptions,
limitations, delimitations and other background information for this thesis. The
next chapter provides a review of the literature relevant to for popular semantic
parsing tools.
5CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE
In this section, the different types of semantic parsers and core features that
make them distinct, metrics used, and the datasets used, are explored. Section 2.1
identifies the different types of semantic parsing families. Section 2.2 identifies the
semantic parsers that were observed and will be used for further inspection. Section
2.3 targets the metrics that were tested on each parser. In addition, additional
metrics were brought into account to combat the meaning of a semantic parser.
Semantics parsers are automated tools that focus on adding additional layers
of semantic information to natural language. It is a difficult task with many
approaches having different levels of success. Throughout this thesis, parsers are
analyzed based on the semantic information that is generated on a given sentence.
Interesting enough, out of all the many different types of parsers developed, many of
these can be traced back to sets of core shared traits. These shared traits utilize
frame semantics (Fillmore, 1982), distributional semantics (Lenci, 2008) and set
theory logic (also known as predicate logic, first order logic, higher order logic, etc.)
(Van Emden & Kowalski, 1976). The researcher will grade each semantic parser on
the processing portion of parsing natural language text in English.
2.1 Semantic Parsing Families
2.1.1 Frame Semantics
Frame semantics is a concept originally developed by as an organized way to
categorize generic definitions into their correct meanings and senses (Fillmore,
61982). To illustrate, in Fillmores classic example of breakfast, one may think some
definitions could be:
• [Breakfast is] the first of three meals eaten in a given day or
• [Breakfast is] a meal that is usually eaten after a period of sleep
While these definitions are certainly valid and not the only definitions,
Fillmore argues that there are many scenarios where the use of breakfast can
contradict this definition. For example, a person wakes up at four in the afternoon,
eats a meal and tells a friend that they ate breakfast at three in the afternoon.
While it may be strange to some, ultimately, the word breakfast is used in this
scenario that does not fit the definition and is understood despite contradicting a
listed definition(s). Rather than explicitly listing all definitions of breakfast (and for
that matter, all definitions for all words), frame semantics instead looks at the
pattern of definitions. From all definitions of a particular word, there are elements
that are shared common devices. And these shared elements can be used as a
generic definition to define words instead of using explicit definitions.
A popular implementation of frame semantics is called FrameNet (Baker,
Fillmore, & Lowe, 1998). This initiative is a database that contains frames and
metadata information about each frame, such as its targets, semantic roles that it
can support, lexical units, and more. In addition, each frame is a unique word sense
of a given lemma. FrameNet is useful for applications that incorporate frame
semantics into their parsing systems as this database is a growing project that
contains hundreds of existing frames with many more lexical units. Lexical units are
words that can force a frame to be evoked.
While there are benefits to using FrameNet show that it is an immensive
lexical data source that contains considerable predefined semantic information, there
are limitations with this approach as outlined by Palmer and Sporleder (Palmer &
Sporleder, 2010). It was argued that while FrameNet has the ability to produce
deeper knowledge compared to other frame-like systems (Ellsworth, Erk, Kingsbury,
7& Pado´, 2004), limitations of FrameNet include: insufficient training data of lexical
units for frames and frames that are missing from the system (Palmer & Sporleder,
2010). In addition, FrameNet account for only 11,000 lexical units, which is lower
compared to other lexical systems (Baker & Fellbaum, 2009). Due to these
limitations, other approaches that rely on frame semantics have been developed.
More specifically, the use of Propbank and nombank as an annotated lexical source.
Propbank is conceptually similar to FrameNet where this system utilizes
frames, however, Propbank is another annotated database of frames that solely
focuses on verbs from the Penn treebank corpus (Kingsbury, Palmer, & Marcus,
2002). It contains predicates identified and the types of arguments (roles) that the
predicate can support. In addition, while Propbank concentrates only on verbs,
nombank is a separate initiative that complements Propbank by focusing on nouns
from the same Penn treebank corpus (Meyers et al., 2004).
2.1.2 Distributional Semantics
The next major distinction of semantic parsers is the use of distributional
semantics, which is the concept of identifying the meaning of words based on the
number of co-occurrences that the target word is associated (Harris, 1954). In
addition to finding the physical co-occurrences of words, these systems also help by
finding additional features that can be used to identify the strength of the
relationship. One popular method in particular in this field is known as wordspace
models. The example below helps illustrate the rationale with wordspace models
(Erk & Pado´, 2008):
• Catch a ball.
• Catch a disease.
• Attend a ball.
8In the first two sentences, the intended meaning of both sentences is a person
obtaining a physical entity (a ball and disease). The third sentence is a person that
is being present at an event. In this small example, the system should be able to
disambiguate ball as one of either two actions, a physical object or a social event,
based on the event predicate within the sentence. In other words, information about
a specific word or phrase can be derived from the context from which it was taken.
This branch of analyzing semantics has been utilized throughout the latter
half of the 20th century; However, it has recently been the focus of attention. This
is attributed to the copious amounts of data available to train systems, the
accessibility to computing systems that can process this amount of data, etc.
Moreover, depending on the training size of the data, distributive semantics is more
robust compared to systems that rely on annotated databases, such as FrameNet
and Propbank. This is because there is no dependency on external systems and
because languages are constantly changing (Hickey, 2003), distributive semantics
can identify those changes.
2.1.3 Set Theory and Predicate Logic
Finally, the last major grouping of semantics parsers employs the use of
mathematical set theory (E.G. predicate, first, second, higher order logic). Set
theory based parsers primarily focuses on converting natural language text into
mathematical formulas that are represented with quantifiers, negations, variables,




The above example (Francez, 2014) shows a representation of a natural
language text being converted into a mathematical notation. These systems have
been traditionally used for its ease of integration into a programmable format
9(Van Emden & Kowalski, 1976), more specifically, in programming languages such
as Prolog (Blackburn & Bos, 2005) and Lisp. Another tool that predicate logic
parsers utilize are lambda calculus functions. This is a further implementation of
predicate logic that uses the outputs from other functions within a system as an
input into other functions.
Furthermore, lambda calculus has the ability to identify predicates and
arguments that fit the predicates, which is very similar to frame semantics except
that there is no annotated lexical database that can determine the correct roles
associated for each predicate. With the combination of variables used within this
system, ease of integration into programming languages and use of input and output
functions, it is an advantageous system to parse natural language text.
2.2 Tools
In this section, a summary of the parsers that were used in this study are
described in detail. Below is a graphic that summarizes the parsers categorized into
families. Within each main family, the name of the specific tool is listed. With the
exception of the Stanford CoreNLP tool, the parsers between the families are
intersections of the tools where these are not available to the public. At first glance,
the list of parsers may seem arbitrary but these parsers were chosen on the merit of
being highly cited or referred as ”golden standards”. This loose restriction may
result in parsers missing from this study.
2.2.1 SEMAFOR
SEMantic Analyzer of Frame Representations, or commonly referred to as
SEMAFOR, is a semantic parser that was developed on the basis of Fillmores frame
semantics (Dipanjan, Schneider, Desai, & Smith, 2010). More specifically, it
harnesses FrameNet as its underlying database reference for obtaining annotated
frames. The system uses a pipeline design to streamline the process starting from
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raw text to semantic frame parsing. SEMAFOR’s pipeline components is comprised
of three major units to achieve semantic parsing.
Prior to the first component, a prepossessing step is included to tokenize and
perform part-of-speech tagging on raw sentences to formula a list of lexical units.
The first major component is to determine which lexical units in the sentence have
the ability to evoke a frame. While it may seem intuitive to identify, lexical units
can span across multiple tokens. The result of this process produces a list of
possible candidate targets, which are then narrowed down further by applying a set
of rules (Dipanjan et al., 2010)(Johansson & Nugues, 2008).
The second major component uses the target list compiled in the previous
component to find frames from FrameNet. It employs the use of machine learning
algorithms, WordNet and custom defined rules to identify the correct frame
associated with the targets.
The final major component of this system is argument identification, which is
to identify the arguments of each frame chosen in the second component. Similar to
the second component, this section uses machine learning algorithms and a set of
custom defined rules to restrict and label non-frame tokens as frame elements.
Figure 2.1 is an example output from the system.
2.2.2 SHALMANESER
In addition to SEMAFOR, another state of the art parser that utilizes both
frame semantics and FrameNet as its annotated frame source is SHALMANESER
(Erk & Pado, 2006). The SHALMANESER system is part of a suite of NLP tools
from the SALSA II project. The SHALMANESER system performs the semantic
parsing and is split into three components.
The first component - dubbed FRPREP - performs the prepossessing screen
of raw text. FRPREP uses a variety of open source and available software to
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Figure 2.1.: Example of SEMAFOR output
perform tokenization and part-of-speech tagger. Some of the third party tools used
are: the COLLINS Parser, Mallet, Minipar, and TNT.
The second component - dubbed FRED - applies commonly used NLP
techniques, such as: bag-of-words, n-grams, and Naive Bayes to identify all available
frames in a sentence.
The third component - dubbed ROSE - provides frame elements for the
chosen frames from FRED. It uses each identified frame as a starting (root) node
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and employs a supervised machine learning technique, with 30 features predefined
from the CoNLL shared task (Carreras & Marquez, 2005), to find the frame
elements associated with the frame. The last output of the SHALMANESER
system produces a custom file format (SALSA/TIGER XML). While it is possible
to read the file output and decipher information from it manually, it is more feasible
to use the SALTO tool (a part of the same NLP suite of tools) to generate intuitive
graphical images (Burchardt et al., 2006). Figure 2.2 is an example output from
the system.
Figure 2.2.: SHALMANESER parser output
2.2.3 Punyakanok, Roth and Yihs approach
Punyakanok, Roth, and Yih present another semantic parser that also
utilizes semantic frames but, instead of using annotated data from the FrameNet
project, their approach applies the Propbank database for its annotated data of
frames (Punyakanok, Roth, & Yih, 2008). This system is broken into two major
components.
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The first component preprocesses the data by parsing the sentence and
locating the verbs (predicates). Once the verbs have been identified, the arguments
for each verb are identified. Due to the nature of Propbank, predicates can have
arguments ranging from A0-A5, AA and special argument types predefined in
Propbank, the system is to identify correct arguments for each predicate by a
reduction method. In other words, all non-predicate words are candidates to
become arguments but are reduced further and further until a shorter list is
compiled of candidate arguments. It reduces the number of arguments by using
supervised machine learning methods with a variety of features specifically to
minimize candidate arguments.
Since arguments within Propbank are not all equal (A0 in one predicate is
not the same as another A0 in a different predicate) and the order of the labeling
type can be different depending on the predicate, the second component proceeds
with the candidate list of arguments for each predicate to label the types of
arguments. Similar to the first component, this system uses a variety of supervised
machine learning approaches to determine the type for each predicate’s argument.
The features used for both the first and second components machine learning
approaches is detailed in (Punyakanok et al., 2008). Figure 2.3 is an example
output from the system.
2.2.4 Johansson and Nugues approach
Another approach that utilizes frame semantics as well as the Propbank
annotated database is a parser developed by Johansson and Nugues (Johansson &
Nugues, 2008). Similar to the parsers described above, this system also contains
multiple components in a pipeline fashion to process and parse semantic information
from text.
The first component breaks a given sentence down by identifying all possible
verbs (predicates) and arguments. Therefore, the resulting output from the first
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Figure 2.3.: Punyakanok, Roth and Yihs SLR parser output
component is a list of these predicate-argument structures. The second component
then reduces the list by removing each item if it does not satisfy a linguistic rule.
The three component applies a ranking score for each of the remaining items on the
list and applies the highest ranking predicate-argument structure.
While the benefits of frame semantics has been well received by the industry,
there are other sets of methods that are becoming ever more increasingly popular,
specifically distributive semantics. This is due to copious amounts of data that is
generated from natural language text and also technological advances that have
giving computing systems to process this massive amount of data. Figure 2.4 is an
example output from the system.
Figure 2.4.: Johansson and Nugues parser output
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2.2.5 Hermann, Das, Weston and Ganchevs approach
An example of a semantic parser that utilizes both frame semantics and
distributional semantics is outlined in this paper (Hermann, Das, Weston, &
Ganchev, 2014). This approach uses a combination of both frame and distributive
semantics to parse for semantics. The system uses the part-of-speech tags of a given
sentence to find common, reoccurring syntactical patterns over many sentences for
each available predicate. This identifies which predicates are most likely to appear
in an unknown sentence. Unfortunately, access to this system is not available to the
public and therefore, cannot be included in this tool comparison.
2.2.6 Word space models
Although, the intersection between frame and distributive semantics is not
available for public use, there are also other approaches within this industry that
use pure distributional semantics to obtain the meaning of a given text. The first
popular approach within distributional semantics are wordspace models (Schtze,
1993). The model described in the paper focuses on context-group discrimination,
which groups occurrences of an ambiguous word into clusters and those clusters
have information regarding what words, contexts and clusters are represented.
There are two popular approaches that utilize wordspace models: Hyperspace
Analogue to Language (HAL) (Lund & Kevin, 1997) and Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA) (Landauer & Dumais, 1997).
This approach is useful by identifying words and partially disambiguating
word sense with little to no supervised training data. However, the researcher claims
that word sense disambiguation can be divided into two separate tasks, specifically
sense discrimination and sense labeling. Sense discrimination is the process of
identifying clusters whereas labeling is mapping a cluster to a specific sense of the
word. An approach that utilizes distributional semantics is the S-Space framework
(Jurgens & Stevens, 2010). This packages framework contains wordspace models.
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While using distributional semantics is a powerful tool, it has its limitations.
These limitations are particularly based on the the dataset that is used to train the
system (I.E. - the size of the training data, the type of training data, etc.). In other
words, the more text that a distributive system has availability to, the more
accurate the results will be produced, in theory. In the case where a reduced
amount of data is available for a system to use, other more robust methods are
introduced, which introduces the concept of first order logic based tools.
2.2.7 Beltagy, Erk and Mooneys approach
An approach that utilizes a combination of both distributional semantics and
first order logic was developed by Beltagym and others (Beltagy, Erk, & Mooney,
2014). There are three components to this system, the logical conversion, the weight
identification and the construction of an ontology. For the logical conversion, this is
simply converting the input text into a logical form. The next step is to apply
weights to each relationship. These weights describe how strong a relationship is
between two words based on factors, such as: synonyms, antonyms, hyponyms, etc.
The final component is to obtain the most optimal combination of words that have
the highest valued weight pairs to declare as the meaning representation of the
sentence. However, this system is not available for public download and thus, this
parser will not be compared. While this system is not used in this study, it gives a
segue into the final family parser, set theory (or predicate logic).
2.2.8 Boxer DRT
Boxer is a semantic parser that relies on Combinatory Categorial Grammars
(CCG) and Discourse Representation Theory (Bos, 2008). CCG‘s are grammars
that are predefined valid rules that the system must abide. CCG‘s also have a
combination of both syntax and semantics (as logical representations) in the
predefined rules. The figure below is a representation of CCG. Discourse
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Representation Theory contains a structure that is compatible with first order logic
equations and is comprised of objects being represented as variables and functions
that utilize variables. In addition, the figure 2.5 shows a presentation of the Boxer
semantic parser output.
2.2.9 Stanford CoreNLP tools suite
The last system that will be analyzed is the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit
(Manning et al., 2014). This system is comprised of separate functioning modules
that interact with each other to process natural language text, not only semantics.
Moreover, there is no direct component that process text for semantic information,
instead, this task is broken between different modules within this system, namely
the named entity recognizer (Finkel, Grenager, & Manning, 2005) and Open
Information Extractor (Angeli, Premkumar, & Manning, 2015). The Stanford NER
tagger uses the original 7 MUC NER tags (Grishman & Sundheim, 1996a) when
disambiguating words and their tags. The Stanford OpenIE system identifies the
core elements of a sentence by identifying the predicate and its two arguments
(because most sentences dwindle down to those three major components). In other
words, the sentence is chucked into three parts where one part is the predicate and
each argument is further reduced into the most atomic essence of the sentence.
Figure 2.6 is a screenshot of the Stanford OpenIE tool.
2.3 Metrics
Now that the semantic parsers have been identified, the next important part
in this process is to identify the metrics that will grade how well these parsers
perform. Below are the metrics that have been defined for this study and listed
below.
• Identification of events
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Figure 2.5.: Boxer parser output
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Figure 2.6.: Stanford OpenIE output
• Named entity identification
• Identification of objects
• Predication-entity relationship identification
– Accuracy of arguments for each predicate
– Number of arguments for each predicate
• Word Sense Disambiguation
– Identifying the correct sense of predicates
– Number of senses
2.3.1 Identification of Events
Events within a sentence describe what the interactions are between objects.
It is a very common issue in NLP (Allan, Papka, & Lavrenko, 1998) (Yang, Pierce,
& Carbonell, 1998) and has been a focus of a SemEval task (Verhagen et al.,
2007). Many past studies have looked at media feeds as its dataset to identify
events (Doddington et al., 2004) (Ritter, Etzioni, Clark, et al., 2012). The purpose
of the first metric is to identify key words within the sentence that trigger an event.
Events are words that describe a sequence(s) of a interactions between it’s objects.
Objects (as described later) in a sentence illustrate who, what, where, etc. is
involved. Without the event identified, it becomes unclear about the interaction
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between objects within a sentence (at this point, the sentence is a list of objects).
Furthermore, the identification of events provides tremendous information about the
the tone and feelings for the reader. As a simple example, if two sentences had
identical words except for the event where the events are replaced with help and
kill, both sentences illustrate different effects on the same objects.Therefore, it is
clear that events are important and generally expressed as the ”glue”, which
illustrates the connection between these very objects. Events appear in most
sentences and represent an important cornerstone for the sentence. As a metric,
events are words that are identified as the an action. While syntactical information
may be useful (and used in many semantic parsers) in determining key actions,
events can also be identified as other lexical categories.
2.3.2 Named Entity Identification
The second metric is focused on the task of Named Entity Identification
(NER) (Chinchor, Brown, Ferro, & Robinson, 1999). Named entities are the most
atom elements of a sentence which can be represented with words or phrases. These
words or phrases can also be classified further with tags and some of the original
NER tags are: named entities (person, location, organization), time and
measurement units (Grishman & Sundheim, 1996b). While this may seem like a
trivial task, this is a complex problem with the industry making several attempts to
promoting for a better solution (Tjong Kim Sang, 2002)(Tjong Kim Sang &
De Meulder, 2003)(Nadeau & Sekine, 2007). While the classic NER tags are
generally used in many information extraction systems, semantic parsers, etc. These
NER tags are limited in identifying words that match these tags. For example,
deciphering word sense disambiguation and identifying other artifacts. That is, if
the word, Obama appears in a sentence, should Obama be classified as a person
(President of the U.S.) or a location (a city in Japan). As for artifacts, if the phrase,
World War II appears in a sentence, World War II is not a time, unit measurement
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or named entity. Thus, additional NER tags have been proposed to support more
phrases that span across more domains (Sekine, Sudo, & Nobata, 2002) by creating
more specific subsets of categories to accommodate other artifacts and is used in
this study.
2.3.3 Identification of Objects
The third metric is the identification of objects within a sentence. These can
also be referred to arguments for predicates, which can be used in conjunction with
objects. This provides detail to questions about what, whom, where, etc. of the
sentence. While named entities have similar functionalists as objects, in terms of
being used as arguments for predicates, objects are not specific but are needed
within relationships to provide more understanding about sentences.
2.3.4 Predicate-entity Relationship Identification
The identification of events only provides information about the actions of
objects within the sentence. However, as a realistic possibility, events alone do not
specify which of the objects are associated to sentences with multiple events.
Therefore, event phrases with their objects (also known as predicates), provides
deeper information about a sentence and examines how the objects are related to
the predicate.
The fourth determines how many objects the parser identifies for each
predicate that matches the objects identified manually. In other words, if two
objects within a sentence are arguments for one predicate and the parser identifies
two different objects for the same manually-identified predicate, the parser scores a
1 for matching one object. Arguments can also be shared between predicates. In the
scenarios where parser-identified arguments contain the ”correct” arguments but
with more words than the manually classified, punctuation, articles, and words that
do not intersect between other arguments in both the manually and parser classified
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are treated correctly. As a simple example below, the top and bottom relationship
represents a manually classified relationship and a parser classified relation,
respectfully. In this case, the parser would receive a score of 2.
Crash(ship, island)
Crash(the ship, the large island)
The fifth metric sums the number of arguments identified by the parser for
the manually identified predicates. This provides a quick comparison between
manual and parser identifying arguments.
The fourth and fifth metrics analyze the predicates. It has particularly
evolved as an important task in this industry (Gildea & Jurafsky,
2002)(Matsubayashi, Okazaki, & Tsujii, 2014) and has been commonly integrated
with open information extraction.
2.3.5 Word Sense Disambiguation count
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is an important (Laorden, Santos, Sanz,
Alvarez, & Bringas, 2012) and fundamental problem within this field. Languages,
such as English and many others, contain multiple definitions and meaning tied to
shared lemmas and in most cases, can cause confusion within text and even dialogs
(if the lemmas also share the same phonetics between different definitions).
Therefore, WSD is the generic problem to decipher the correct definition when a
word contains multiple definitions (Ide & Ve´ronis, 1998). The process of WSD can
be split into different two stages.
The first stage and as the sixth metric is identifying that a specific word has
the correct sense associated for a specific predicate. In the scenario that ”meet” is
manually identified as a verb but a parser identified it as a noun, then the parser
has no scoring for that predicate. The second stage and the seventh metric is
counting the number of senses available for each predicate.
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To help verify and strengthen the quality of manual annotations, Wordnet
will be used as a reference to count the total number of senses a verb may contain.
Wordnet (Miller, 1995) is a database of synonyms that can differentiate lemmas
into different senses.
2.3.6 Additional metrics
Throughout the literature review, there are other types of metrics that were
used to grade the success of the system not described above. For example, systems
such as SEMAFOR and Shalmaneser (and others) use precision, recall and F scores
to show the effectiveness of their systems (Dipanjan et al., 2010)(Erk & Pado,
2006). While these metrics provide a powerful insight on the accuracy performance
of these systems, it is difficult to apply the same metric across multiple systems as
some are more dependent on resources, such as training data, lexical datasets and
more. Therefore, the metrics above have the ability to be applied the same across
multiple systems.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, a extensive description of the semantic parsing tools that will
be used are described. This provides the necessary background knowledge needed to
understand the mechanics of each tool and why each tool performs differently
compared with other semantic parsers. The figure below shows a summarized view
of each semantic parsing tool used separated into groups, which contain unique




































CHAPTER 3. FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY
In this section, an extensive outline of the dataset, experiment design and
results are described. As an introduction, the initial step was to obtain a dataset
and manually annotate each sentence by identifying what the researcher believes is
correct. Next, the same annotated sentences will be used as inputs into the
semantic parsers that are under investigation. Third, each resulting output from
each parser was analyzed to determine if the parser at hand identifies the same
metric as the manually annotated sentences. Finally, the results are organized in a
tablular view for easy digestion.
3.1 Participating Semantic Parsing tools
The parsing tools used in this experiment are listed in the figure 3.1 below.
3.2 Tool configuration settings
Some participating semantic parsing tools used this study can function
out-of-the-box with minimal configuration. While the installation of other semantic
parsers are more involved and require additional files (such as models, training data,
etc.) to operate. Therefore, to reduce the amount of discrepancy on how each parser
was trained, all parsers used default settings and/or configurations that were
recommended by the authors of each system. As an example, participating
distributive parsers require corpora in order to create and train its models. In this
specific case, to minimize the discrepancy between training training data for each
























sources (such as FrameNet and Propbank), the corpora was derived from the same
combined annotated sources.
3.3 Dataset
In this section, the selection process of the dataset that will be used in this
study is described.
3.3.1 Data Source
The dataset for study contains 95 randomly chosen natural language
sentences in English from the various news sites. The rationale for choosing 95
sentences is to show statistically significant results and to validate the overall
performance of the participating parsers. The reasoning for choosing sentences from
various news sites is because these sentences were written in structured, formal
English text, which is the primary focus of testing the parsing systems described in
Chapter 2. Some of these news sites include text snippets from the New York
Times, CNN, USA Today, and more. Furthermore, these news sites contain snippets
of how English is currently being used and news sites contain text in an open
domain setting.
3.3.2 Data Selection Criteria
Since the data source of the sentences will be extracted from news sites, a list
of restrictions are imposed on both the articles and individual sentences. Since the
default components in each of parser were used, the purpose of diversifying articles
and news sources was to validate how robust each parser performs on data that may
not have been used as apart of the parser’s training (if any) or testing.
Restrictions on articles
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• Written in formal English - Some parsers have difficulties in parsing text in
non-English characters.
• Taken from a recent news articles - Provides sentences that these parsers have
not been trained or tested on
• Contains a mixture of different news sources - Provides different writing styles,
which validates how robust each parser performs
Restrictions on sentences
• No quotations can appear
• Sentences must contain named entities - To identify and classify a NER tag
for each named entity
• Sentences must have predicate words with multiple word senses - To
disambiguate word senses for each predicate identified
• Sentences must have multiple events - To decipher which arguments are
associated for each predicate
3.4 Execution
Of the 95 randomly selected sentences, these will be used as an input into
the six parsers that were chosen based on their availability for public use. Once
every sentence has run through the six parsers, the results will be analyzed for each
sentence. The goal of this execution plan was to determine if the semantic metrics
described above appears within the results of the parsing systems. Figure 3.2 shows
an outline of the execution process for this experiment.
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Figure 3.2.: A framework process
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Table 3.1: Titles for the first experiment
Symbol Titles
EI Event Identification
NEI Named Entity Identification
OI Object Identification
PR1 Predicate Relationship - Identification
PR2 Predicate Relationship - Argument Count
WSD1 WSD - Identification
WSD2 WSD - Sense Count
3.4.1 Experiments
There are two experiment that were used to grade the accuracy and precision
of these parsers. The first experiment focused on a single sentence. For each
sentence, the resulting output is compared to its annotated version to determine if a
metric has been correctly identified. This process will be repeated for each parser
until all sentences has been evaluated on each parser. In order to streamline the
efficiency and to provide fairness between all parsers, the evaluation of the
comparison was handled strictly.
Each sentence has been manually annotated and compared with a resulting
output from a parser, an example output is displayed below to illustrate how the
output will appear in table 3.2. Due to spacing constraints, titles used in table 3.1
have been encoded with the mappings listed out in table 3.1.
The second experiment is similar to the first, the only difference is that in
the first experiment, only single sentences were analyzed each time and in the
second, the results from the experiment are collectively summed and averaged over
the entire dataset used in this study. Additionally, contrary to the first experiment,
where individual sentences were viewed in detail, the second experiment provides a
performance view for each participating parser. Each table in the second
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Table 3.2: First experiment example for individual sentences
EI NEI OI PR1 PR2 WSD1 WSD2
Parser 1 1 0 2 Pred1(1, 2) Pred1(4) Pred1(Y) Pred1(3)
Parser 2 0 0 2 X
Parser 3 1 1 1 Pred1(1) Pred1(2) Pred1(N) X
Parser n
Manual annot. 1 0 2 Pred1(arg1, arg2) 2 NA Pred1(3)
experiment contains the results for each parser with their respective ratio. The
algorithm below represents the average for each parser. For an illustration, a sample
result output for the second experiment is displayed (Table 3.4). Table 3.3 is a
mapping key that lists out all title names in Table 3.4.
Table 3.3: Titles for the second experiment
Symbol Title
EI Events Identified
NEI Named Entities Identified
OI Objects Identified
PR1 Predicate Relationship - Total number of correct arguments
PR2
Predicate Relationship - Total number of arguments
identified
WSD1
Word Sense Disambiguation - Total number of correctly
labeled sense
WSD2 Word Sense Disambiguation - Total number of senses identified
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1: for each metric do
2: for each parser do
3: Sum the total number of counts for a metric over all sentences (J)
4: end for
4: Sum the total number of manually annotated counts for a metric over all
sentences (K)
4: Calculate the ratio by averaging of each total metric (J/K)
5: end for
The second experiment algorithm
Table 3.4: Second experiment example for all sentences
EI NEI OI PR1 PR2 WSD1 WSD2
Parser 1 - Results 36/63% 77/72% 201/98% 74/74% 82/28% 201/70% 807/80%
Manual annot. 57 107 205 87 100 288 1005
3.5 Analysis Example
In this section, an example of a sentence is introduced. This sentence was
taken from the dataset used in this study to help illustrate the thought process of
manually annotating sentences and identifying metrics from parsers. This also
provides a comparison to the results of the participating semantic parsers. The
sentence below is a modified example (Ma`rquez, Carreras, Litkowski, & Stevenson,
2008):
”Hundreds of protesters snarled traffic in Auckland, New Zealand on Thursday to
protest the signing of a controversial trade pact that was years in the making.”
The first step was to manually annotate all sentences prior to inputting the
sentences into the parsers. This is to reduce any temptations to modify the
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experiment as it may be biased to change the grading system which all systems are
being compared. The manual annotation process started by identifying all events
within the sentence. From the example above, the events are: snarled, protest,
signing and making. For each parser’s output, the same events must be identified in
order for the parser to be considered correct for this metric. Partial credit may be
given if some events match the manually identified.
”Hundreds of protesters snarled traffic in Auckland, New Zealand on Thursday to
protest the signing of a controversial trade pact that was years in the making.”
After the events have been identified, named entities and objects are
identified. Continuing from the example, the named entities are: Auckland
[LOCATION], New Zealand [LOCATION], Thursday [TIME-DAY OF WEEK]. As
for the objects: protesters(Hundreds), traffic, trade pact(controversial), years. As
mentioned in the literature review, the name entities must be identified and tagged
correctly to the appropriate NER tag. In this study, the extended NER hierarchy
was used. The extended NER hierarchy contains 150 NER tags while most
traditional NER tags are: counts, time, persons, locations, organization, etc. This
posed a problem if a named entity, such as World War II, is displayed. If a parser
identifies a phrase as an original NER tag (for example), the extended hierarchy can
still accommodating the original tags by transversing to more abstract NER tags.
For each parser’s output, the same words or phrases must be identified with the
correct NER tag. If a parser identifies the correct NER phrase but with the wrong
NER tag, it would be marked as incorrect in that instance.
The next step is the identification of objects, which are non-named entities
that act as arguments within predicate phrases. Verbs, nouns and adjectives can
take form of objects. In addition, objects can have word modifications, which are
included with each identified object. In the example above, protesters, traffic, trade
pact and years are the objects. Protesters has the modification of hundreds and
trade pact has the modification of controversial. For each parser’s output, the same
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objects must be identified with the same words or phrases (with the exceptions of
articles and punctuation). There are instances where a single object can have
multiple words (as identified with trade pact).
Once the events, named entities and objects have been identified, the next
stage is to associate named entities and objects to their respectful predicate.
Continuing the example, the predicates arguments for snarled are: protesters,
traffic, Auckland, New Zealand and Thursday. The arguments for protest are:
protesters and signing. The argument for the predicate signing is trade pact. The
arguments for the predicate making are trade pact and years. Notice that from the
list of identified objects, protesters has the modifier of hundreds. For each parser’s
output, the same arguments associated to each predicate must be identified with the
same predicate phrases and its arguments. For each parser’s output, it would
receive a score equal to the number of arguments that it correctly identified for each
predicate.
In the event of a parser identifying arguments of a predicate but containing
more tokens with the arguments, then it would be mark incorrect, even though the
argument may contain the correct argument in the phrase. For example, in the
above sentence, if a parser declared that the phrase, signing of a controversial trade
pact that, as a single argument for the predicate making, that metric would be
marked as incorrect. Also, in the event that a parser identifies one argument but
contains tokens involved in both manually classified arguments, it would be
considered incorrect as this would be unfair to other parsers that differentiated
between the two arguments. As an example, in the predicate, making, the two
arguments are trade pact and years - if a parser identified one argument for making
as, trade pact that was years, as one single argument, it would be considered
incorrect.
Finally, the word senses are the final two metrics. The Word Sense
Identification (WSD) metric determines if a parser can identify that multiple word
senses are associated with a predicate. The WSD count metric sums the total
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number of word senses for each identified predicate the sentence contains and
Wordnet online was used to count the number of word senses. Because the number
of word senses are revealed in the WSD count section in the manual annotation, it
is unnecessary to determine if a word has multiple senses for each predicate. For
each parser’s output, a simple Y for yes and N for no suffices to declare that a
predicate contains multiple word senses. Figure 3.5 below shows a simple example
of the manual classification organization.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, a extensive description of the experiment has been described.
This provides the necessary background knowledge needed to understand the results



















CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
4.1 Results
The results from experiment 1 are listed in Appendix A of this thesis.
Experiment 1 contains the specific details of the individual sentences from the
manual annotation process and the deciphered results from each parser. As a
summary view of the information, the figures below represent the performance of
parsers at each individual sentence. To understand the tables from experiment 1, in
the manual annotation row, the events, named entities (and the associative NER
tags), objects, predicates (with their associative arguments), predicate counts
(number of arguments identified manually for each predicate) and WSD count (for
each predicate) are listed.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the performance of all parsers by the ratio of correctly
identified events by sentence. The ratio is the number of events identified by the
parser divided by the number of manually identified events. In addition, the values
of each parser are sorted from highest to lowest for easier readability. The LTH SRL
system identified the most events. Followed by SEMAFOR, Boxer DRT, the Illinois
Curator, SHALMANESER and Stanford NLP, respectfully.
Similar to Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2 illustrates the performance of all parsers by
the ratio of correctly named entity tags by sorting, from highest to lowest, by
sentence. The Stanford NLP tool suite had a high ranking of NER tags, followed by
Boxer DRT, SEMAFOR, LTH SRL. Both the Illinois Curator and SHALMANESER
systems performed the lowest in this category.
Figure 4.3 shows the performance of all parsers by the ratio of correctly
identified objects, from highest to lowest, by sentence. Both the SEMAFOR and
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Figure 4.1.: Experiment 1 - Sorted ratios of event identification by parser
Illinois Curator systems obtained higher ratios over the dataset, followed by
SHALMANESER, LTH SRL and Stanford in last.
Figure 4.4 shows the sorted ratios of all parsers for each sentence. The Box
DRT system obtained a higher ratio, followed by the LTH SRL, the Illnois Curator,
SEMAFOR, and both Stanford and SHALMANESER in last.
Figure 4.5 shows the total number of arguments used for each manually
identified predicate, regardless if the arguments were correct.
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Figure 4.2.: Experiment 1 - Sorted ratios of named entities by parser
For each parser, the integer values in the Event Identification, Named Entity
Recognition, and Object Identification represents the total count of correctly
identified metrics according to the manual annotations. The Predicate Relationship
Identification counts the number of correctly identified objects for each predicate
(according to the manual annotation for each sentence). While the Predicate
Relationship Count metric counts the number of arguments that each parser
associates to each predicate - regardless if the number of arguments are correctly
identified. The WSD identification is a simple binary response (Y for yes and N for
no) to determine if the parser correctly identified the correct sense of non-named
entities.
For the experiment 2, the summation of each parser and metric was summed.
In addition, the percentage next to each integer represents the scaled ratio of
correctly identified metrics. That is, some sentences were unable to be parsed and
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Figure 4.3.: Experiment 1 - Sorted ratios of objects identified by parser
were labeled as ”Unavailable” and the total manual annotations for the parser was
reduced. The results for experiment 2 is listed in Figure 4.6.
4.2 Discussion
4.2.1 Event Identification
In terms of ranking similarities with manually annotations, the LTH SRL
and SEMAFOR systems performed the best in matching compared to the other
systems investigated. This may be contributed these two systems sharing similar
architectures. Both systems preprocess the data and follow the same data process in
selecting the frame and its elements. The target selection in both systems prune its
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Figure 4.4.: Experiment 1 - Sorted ratios of predicate arguments by parser
target list by applying predefined rules, which are almost identical (which the
exception of SEMAFOR containing a few more rules in the pruning stages). This is
despite the fact that SEMAFOR uses FrameNet and LTH SRL using Propbank as
their annotated frame resources. Some examples of the SEMAFOR system
performing the identification of events better than other systems are Appendices
A.11, A.16, A.25, A.30 and A.40. While prime examples of the LTH SRL system
performing well are Appendix sentences: 9, 24, 30, 31 and 33.
Some of the lowest event identification systems are the SHALMANESER and
Stanford systems. Surprisingly, as the SEMAFOR system performed was one of the
best performance in the identification of events, the SHALMANESER system
performed one of the lowest even though both system use FrameNet as its frame
reference. Its performance may have been hindered due to having relatively older
models for its supervised training set where SHALMANESER was using a
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Figure 4.5.: Experiment 1 - Total number of arguments for each predicate by parser
FrameNet version prior to the latest version that SEMAFOR used. Its performance
may also have been hindered by the use of older pre-trained classifiers (since default
classifiers were supplied and used from the author’s site). Some examples of the
SHALMANESER tool performing is listed in the Appendix sentences: 36, 75, 66, 84
and 95.
The Stanford CoreNLP suite contains segmented tools for different NLP
tasks. Therefore, multiple tools within this suite were used, which may have
hindered the performance of this tool (note - only the Stanford NER tagger and
OpenIE tools were used). Since the Stanford OpenIE tool only focuses the
minimum number of predicate phrases in a given sentence and does not provide a
entry for incomplete predicate phrases, this hinders the number of events identified
as well as other metrics used in this comparison. Some examples where the Stanford


































Despite the Stanford tool lacking in event identification in this comparison,
the Stanford NER tagger was performed the best compared to other parsers in this
study even though all participating parsers performed generally low with this
metric. The task of named entities was generally difficult as parsers must identify
the token and the correct NER tag. Some examples of the Stanford NER tagger
performing well are Appendix sentences: 8, 22, 25, 80 and 84. Meanwhile, some of
the lower name entity identification systems were the frame based parsers. This is
attributed to the inherent nature of annotated frame databases where frames do not
have NER tags. However, some frames, such as CALENDRIC UNIT, WHOLE
ORIENTATION and others make it obvious that NER tags are with these frame
based systems and are counted as being correct. Another contribution is to the
strict analysis method used in this study where, with the exceptions of articles and
punctuation, the frame elements for the correct predicate must match the manual
annotated sentence. Some example of poor performance of frame based parsers are
Appendix sentences: 52, 53, 64, 65, 84 and 93.
4.2.3 Object Identification
In terms of identifying objects, SEMAFOR and the Illinois Curator
performed the best compared to other parsers. This may be attributed to core frame
elements that help refine the relationship between words within a sentence. That is,
the frame elements associated with each frame make it easy to identify objects for a
predicate and in the sentence as a whole. Some examples of parsers performing well
with object identification are Appendix sentences: 17, 21, 31, 42 and 44.
The Stanford Open IE parser performed the worse in this group. This is
attributed to its inherent theory the developers designed and the strict analysis
method used in this study. The Stanford Open IE system only provides two
arguments for each predicate. Therefore, in the case where sentences have multiple
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events, it may be hard for the system to associate an argument to an event because
arguments may overlap with other arguments in other predicates. Second, to
maintain integrity of the analysis, only objects that are solely identified count (with
the additions of punctuation and articles). Some examples of parsers performing
poorly with object identification are Appendix sentences: 18, 27, 29, 40 and 44. As
for the Boxer parser, the objects were not counted because all words in a sentence
were split and were all declared as ”objects”, regardless if it was associated with a
predicate or not.
4.2.4 Predicate Relationship Identification
The best performing system to identify the correct arguments for each
predicate was the Boxer parser. Contrary to the object identification where all
objects in the sentences are identified, correctly associating the objects and named
entities to the correct predicate was the challenge for this parser. Thus, making it
more effective compared to other parsers but only at a 337/857 correctness, which
could be due to the strict analysis method used. Some examples where the predicate
identification performed well with the Boxer parser are Appendix sentences: 16, 30,
49, 67 and 71. There were many instances during the experiments where frame
based parsers would have the correct arguments identified to the appropriate
predicate but with additional words, which contained words for another object.
Therefore, these were marked as incorrect, which partially explained the decreased
in the scoring for frame based parsers, especially.
The lowest performing parser for this metric was the Stanford OpenIE tool,
which has a correlation to the number of objects identified from the previous metric.
Again, this could be due to the nature of the system where it identifies the most
basic core predicate phrases, which limits the system to identify two objects for each
predicate. Some examples of the Stanford OpenIE system performing predicate
relationship identification are Appendix sentences: 44, 83 and 94.
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4.2.5 Word Sense Disambiguation
Word sense disambiguation identification includes the parser identifying if
the correct sense for each predicate has been used. The tools in this study mostly
used the correct senses of the identified predicates. However, there were instances
where frame based parsers used the incorrect sense of the predicate. As an example,
Appendix A.41 where hand is disambiguated as a body part rather than the
movement of passing. Some other examples of parsers incorrectly identifying word
senses are Appendix sentences: 20 and 22.
The Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) count is unavailable for all of the
participating parsers. Therefore, this metric was rendered uninsightful for this
study. However, between all of the manually identified predicates, there were a total
of 3210 word senses.
4.3 Similarities between Parsers
Despite the differences between parsers, many similarities are revealed from
the same results. Figure 4.7 shows the similarities mean of identifying events
between each parser and every other parser. For each sentence and between two
parsers, the total number of events that appear in both parsers was divided over the
total number of events to produce the mean. The mean is averaged over all 95
sentences, which is represented in Figure 4.7.
Surprisingly, the highest agreement in event identification was between the
Illinois Curator and Boxer parsers. Compared to other parsers, the
SHALMANESER system obtained the highest agreement with the SEMAFOR
system, which is understood as both systems are based on FrameNet. However, the
opposite is not true where the SEMAFOR system obtained the highest agreement
with the LTH SRL system. Many of these relationships can be further depicted in
Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.7.: Similarities between parsers - Event Identification
Some of the lowest agreements between parsers were systems paired with the
Stanford NLP system. Again, this could be attributed the inherent nature of the
system by identifying the minimum number of events within a sentence.
Alike Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8 was calculated from the same procedure.
However, instead of calculating event similarities, named entities were determined
instead. Some of the highest agreements of named entities are between frame based
parsers. This is possibly attributed to the nature of frame based parsers not able to
identify named entities and their tags explicitly.
The lowest agreement between parsers are system compared against the
Stanford NLP parser. Recall that the Stanford NLP system scored among the
highest in identifying the correct named entities. Perhaps the cause could be
attributed to the high quantity of named entities identified compared to other
systems.
Finally, Figure 4.9 followed the same procedure as Figure 4.7 and 4.8 except
similarities in identifying objects was the objective. The Illinois Curator and
SEMAFOR systems obtained the highest similarities in identifying objects, which
closely resembles Figure 4.3 where the two systems were in tandem on a individual
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Figure 4.8.: Similarities between parsers - Named Entity Identification
(and sorted) sentence basis. Interesting enough, Figure 4.3 also depicts the
SHALMANESER and LTH SRL systems in tandem as well, however, it’s not well
represented in Figure 4.9 compared to other averages where these averages are
higher. This could possibly infer that both systems were able to identify a similar
number of objects but a different number of objects. In addition, similar to the
Figures 4.7 and 4.8, the Stanford NLP system scored the lowest agreement between
other parsers.
Figure 4.9.: Similarities between parsers - Object Identification
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4.4 Future Improvements
This study provides a glace at the performance of the participating parsers.
While these parsers can be improved and refined further to provide more semantic
information of natural language text, there can be some improvements made to this
specific study to aid in obtaining this information. Below is a list of future
improvements that could be used to modify this study.
• Expand the dataset - For two reasons: First by providing more sentences,
which would provide a better representation of the parser’s performances.
Second, by using paragraphs as inputs instead of individual sentences. This
can allow for more semantic metrics to be introduced (such as entailment).
• Modify the metrics - As it currently stands, the analysis was done to keep
efficiency and fairness when parsing the sentences. Therefore, a binary count
of arguments determined the scoring. Modifying this metric to allow for
partial scoring could result in higher accuracy of arguments for predicates.
• Create an automated tool - The results of this study only show the calculations
and scores of the performance for each parser. By creating an automated tool
that takes raw text and outputs the results from each of the parsers, this
allows the ability to reproduce the results of this study (and future studies) of
the laborious work to setup and configure the parsers and parse the sentences.
4.5 Final Summary
In this thesis, the study explored a variety of semantic parsers that have
been regarded as ”golden standards” to some. The goal of this study was to provide
a snapshot performance of the participating parsers across multiple types of parsers
by grading the accuracy to a human annotator in hopes to highlight and stress the
quality of performance to the industry.
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From a computational linguistic standpoint and based on the results of these
experiments, there is not a specific system, out of the tools used, that can be used
for all circumstances. Rather, different tools are better suited for different tasks.
For event identification, some of the best systems for this task were the LTH SRL
and SEMAFOR systems. For the named entities identification, the Stanford NER
tagger performed well. For identifying objects, the Illinois Curator and SEMAFOR
systems performed better than others. The Boxer DRT and LTH SRL systems
performed well associating correct arguments to each predicate. In general, all
participating systems performed well when disambiguating word senses.
While these parsers primarily input formal and well-structured sentences to
extract semantic information, it is possible to input unstructured, informal and
colloquial text. However, the results would be limited in terms of understanding the
given text. This may be attributed to inherent imperfections that these systems use
to identify new and unknown words. In the cases parsers that rely on more
statistical mechanics (such as Boxer or Stanford NLP), these could possibly extract
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APPENDIX A: Experiment 1 Results
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